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the contrary, require organic matter, and
so aie dependent upon plants or upon other
animals for food.
Again, animals are dependent upon a
proper supply of oxygen for their life, but
plants require carbonic acid, which is gen-
erally poisonous to animals. Animals re-
ceive the food into the interior of their bodies
and assimilation takes place in their internal
surfaces; but plants receive the food into
their external bodies and effect assimilation
in the external parts, for instance, in the
leaf-surfaces, under the influence of sunlight.
All animals require a certain degree of tem-
perature, which in the birds and mammals
is considerably elevated, varying from 96°
to 100° F.
Lessons on Animals. Lessons of this
character are an interesting and profitable
phase of nature study, and can be introduced
into school work in all grades. The follow-
ing suggestions will prove helpful:
All children love pets. A kitten, a dog, a
canary, or possibly a rabbit or a squirrel, is
doubtless enshrined in the heart of every
child in the class. Be guided by this interest
and let the first lessons be upon some of the
common animals with which the children are
familiar.
If a squirrel or rabbit can be kept in a
large cage in the schoolroom or in an adjoin-
ing room a few days before the lessons begin,
the children will become interested in the
little animal and their observations will give
them facts upon which to base their first
lessons.
The chief object of the lessons in the
primary grades should be to lead the chil-
dren to become acquainted with the needs of
the animals about them and to discover how
they can contribute to these needs; also to
teach them to be kind to these animals and
to prevent unnecessary destruction of ani-
mal life.
Type lessons on birds, insects, the ant, the
bee, the butterfly, and the dog, well con-
sidered, will be found in these volumes under
appropriate headings.
Related   Articles.    Consult   the   following
titles for additional information:
Amphibians	Mammals
Animal Intelligence     Marsupials
Aracfcnida	Moliusca
thirds	Nature Study
Carnivorous Animals   Primates
Cetacea	Keptiles
Crustacea	Rodents
Edentata	TJngulata
Jfisk	Yertebrata
ZoSlogy
ANIMAL INTELLIGENCE. It is gen-
erally known that many animals possess in
a greater or less degree the same senses that
we ourselves have—sight, hearing, smell,
touch, temperature and so on—and that
many of them, experience such emotions as
anger, grief and joy; but it is not by any
means so certain that they have even the
elements of reason as we understand that
term.
The sense of touch in man is keenest in
the finger tips, the lips and the tip of the
tongue. In the lower animals the regions of
greatest sensitiveness are often different, and
in some animals special and very delicate
touch organs have been developed; as, for
example, the whiskers of the cat and the long
hair on the rabbit's lip, by means of which
these animals can readily find their way in
the densest darkness. The wing of the bat
is also very sensitive to touch.
In man the sense of taste is keen and re-
sides in the taste bulbs which cover the
tongue and palate. In birds and reptiles the
sense of taste is not very well developed.
Insects recognize the difference between
sweet and bitter, but do not seem to be af-
fected by other flavors. Many animals show
an instinctive dislike for certain foods, but
it may be more from the sense of smell than
from taste, for the two are very closely al-
lied.
In some animals the sense of smell is ex-
ceedingly acute. The dog can track his mas-
ter through the crowded street; the deer
recognizes the presence of an enemy very
quickly. But birds have little sense of smell,
and reptiles also are dull in this respect.
Fish differ; it is said that the shark is almost
entirely dependent on his sense of smell for
his food. In insects this sense is most keenly
developed.
Most of the mammals and the birds have
a keen sense of hearing. The astonishing
manner in wMch some birds will imitate the
songs of other birds testifies to the accuracy
of their hearing; but fishes hear little,
though it has been proved that they can
hear to some extent. Certain insects hear
and can distinguish sounds that are pitched
higher than the human ear is able to recog-
nize.
The keenness of vision possessed by birds
is most remarkable. The swift, flying high
through the air, detects on the ground its
minute food. 13ie eagle sees his prey from

